The purpose of the Blast Online Learning Consortium is to support districts in creating the highest quality online learning program for their students & teachers. District teams will utilize the National Standards for Quality Online Courses, the included Quality Matters partnership, and resources from the Digital Learning Collaborative to design effective programs with high-quality courses of study. Whether implementing an outside curriculum or designing your own, the consortium will focus on best practices for course vetting and design, accessibility, program design and implementation, and the best usage of open educational and current district resources.

Monthly meetings will provide participating districts with focused collaboration time and a chance to drill down into the nuts and bolts of creating a successful online learning program than can meet the needs of the entire student body.

What is included:
- Quality Matters Consortium Affiliate subscription
- 2 days of personalized district support provided by an IU team member
- Monthly 1-hour virtual meeting with other consortium members facilitated by the IU team
- Free access to the Online Learning Conference and Online Learning Collaborative for five team members
- First look at new and innovative ideas in online learning

2022-2023 ONLINE LEARNING CONSORTIUM REGISTRATION FORM: HTTPS://IU17.LINK/OLC_REGFORM22

COST: $1900 PER DISTRICT

Online learning is an integral part of your district’s educational model. Each session will provide participants with a focused block of professional development in the morning. This time will be used to enhance the strengths and bolster the weaknesses of each program. Then, in the afternoon, participants will have dedicated time for networking and collaboration. Sessions will be based on research and best practices from the National Standards for Quality Online Courses, Quality Matters, and resources from the Digital Learning Collaborative.

REGISTRATION:
- SESSION ONE: HTTP://IU17.LINK/OLC_1006
- SESSION TWO: HTTP://IU17.LINK/OLC_0124
- SESSION THREE: HTTP://IU17.LINK/OLC_0425

COST: $25 PER SESSION

The Blast Online Learning Conference will provide participants with a starting point to develop high-quality online learning options for their students. A diverse range of speakers will cover things such as program design, course design, and online learning policies. This conference is appropriate for administrators, coordinators, teachers and anyone else working with your district online learning program.

REGISTRATION: COMING SOON!

COST: $25 PER PERSON